UP TO 50%* FASTER TO
A PERFECT BROWNED TOAST.

AT 2513 Turbo Toaster
– up to 50%* faster to a perfectly browned toast

thanks to innovative turbo toast function.
– high quality, removable stainless steel toast attachment

for baking and direct serving of rolls, croissants etc.
– high-quality housing in full stainless steel design,

including warm-up, defroster and release button.
– also suitable for XXL-sandwich toast thanks to large roasting chambers.

*compared to conventional toasters without turbo toast function (e.g. SEVERIN AT 2589)

Productdetails

High quality fullStainless steel design.
Heat-insulating housing made of
modern stainless steel with LED
control panel.

Removable
Breadstick top.
Stainless steel roasting attachment
for direct preparation and serving
of rolls, croissants etc.

Large roasting chambers and
bread disc centering
for even browning of both sides of
bread. Also suitable for XXL toast
slices.

Equipped with a warm-up,
defroster and release button.
Incl. 7 variably adjustable
tanning levels.

Removable crumb tray with
comfort handle for easy cleaning.

With integrated cable rewind
for easy storage.

Important datas in overview
Wattage

1.600 W

Colour / Material

brushed stainless steel / black

Further features

- electronic browning control with temperature sensor
- automatic switch-off in case of bread jam

Auto Cut Off

yes

Net Weight of the product

1,9 kg

Brutto Weight of packaging

2,87 kg

Measurement packaging

34.4 x 21.5 x 30.5 cm

Measurement devide

34 x 21 x 30 cm

PU

4

GTIN-Code

4008146035791

POS – for a better placement

Sticker, hang tags etc.

Acryl display
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Description for Online Shops
UP TO 50%* FASTER TO A PERFECT BROWNED TOAST
The AT 2513 is ideal for those who don't like to wait: Thanks to the turbo function, the toast is crispy and perfectly
browned within seconds - and 50% faster* than with conventional toasters.
The stylish toaster in a high-quality stainless steel design is not only convincing on the outside, but above all on the
inside. Evenly browned XXL sandwich slices are no problem for this toaster thanks to its XXL toasting chambers and
bread slice centring.
Light, medium or dark brown? Everyone loves their toast differently browned - the 7 variably adjustable browning
levels make it suitable for everyone. Bread or rolls from the previous day can be enjoyed using the warm-up function,
the defrost button gently defrosts frozen bread and the release button lets you determine the ideal final time for
toasting yourself.
However, the Turbo Toaster not only provides for quick toast in the morning, but also for a cosy family breakfast at the
weekend. Thanks to the high-quality and removable stainless steel bread roll attachment, rolls and croissants can not
only be prepared, but also served directly. So the Turbo Toaster makes it possible:
Fast, perfectly browned and individually adjustable - enjoy your toast just the way you like it.

